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We at VVP believe that with travel comes the priceless reward that is

forever coated and draped in the ever so golden memories of QUALITY

FAMILY TIME! 

This being the heart and ethos of our brand throughout different

departments at large. Our team has worked tirelessly and continue doing so

to ensure that our members receive the ultimate holiday and travel

experience at a reasonable price.

With notable disruptive strides made and well thought of initiatives coupled

with watertight structures, we are glad to announce that not only did we

survive the hardships of the unfortunate pandemic of COVID 19 and the

financial challenges that came along with it, the ever so dedicated team was

already putting in place strategic forward thinking methods and ideas as part

of OUR responsibility to contribute positively in what we have labelled 

(AWAKENING SOUTH AFRICAN TOURISM)

'CONTINOUS EFFORT WITHOUT LOSS OF ENTHUSIAM IS THE
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About VVP Travel
VVP Travel (Pty) Ltd is a black female owned and

controlled South African Company.  Our company is

accredited by SATSA, ASATA and IATA through one

of our affiliates. The company provides travel

services to a wide range of clientele within the

public, private and non-governmental sector. We

seek to be hands on and complemented by

leadership that provides travel solutions and

services to meet our clients’ needs.

VVP Travel strives to deliver MORE VALUE AT LESS

COST, by making our service and packages infinitely

flexible, and tailored to the size and complexity of

your business so that you pay only for what you

need. We offer timely, cost-effective travel

solutions that can be shaped to exactly meet your

needs now and in the future! Our solutions employ

the latest systems that are well supported by our

team of travel specialists, who are on hand to render

services to our customers. 

This proposal represents VVP Travel’s submission in

response to your orgnisation to undertake

conceptualization and implementation of travel

services that encompass local and international

travel. 

WHAT DO OUR SERVICES ENTAIL? 

Our services include bookings for local and

international travel utilizing best practice to ensure

that our clients are able to travel and reach their

destination in a seamless and most efficient

manner. This includes our services from booking

arrangements, confirmation of travel itinerary and

confirmation of accommodation, conferencing and

transfers. We also cater for additional items such as

leisure activities at the client’s request.

'CONTINOUS EFFORT WITHOUT LOSS OF 

ENTHUSIAM IS THE TRUE MEANING OFSUCCESS



With an understanding that "Together everyone achieves more" we are proud to announce that we have an
affiliation relationship with some of the industry leaders to ensure smooth, systematic and hassle free travel
for our members with every travel experience arranged by VVP.

Our Affliates

Fun Facts
 Italy has a free public wine fountain1.

             2. Eiffel tower has 600 workers

                  3. The shortest flight in the world is 1 min and 30 seconds

                        4. Holiday is good for your heart

                                5. South Africa is the second largest fruit producer in the world

Make copies of important documents
Be wary of public Wi-Fi
Always get travel insurance for international travel
Pack light to avoid paying extra for luggage
Comfy pillow for lengthy travel

MSC Cruises                                           Avis Care Hire                     The Cape Peninsula              Rovos Rail                                      Radisson Blu

Travel Tips
The above range is tailor made to one's needs at

extremely competitive rates utilising a sea of our

preferred suppliers and some of our world renowned

affiliates. With these packages, the world is truly

your oyster. Contact us on above info for your deal:

Programmes on Offer
What's in it for You!
Everyone has a piece FUN. We have a wide variety of

programmes starting from fresh out of "Varsity" ready

to explore the world extending to predominantly middle

aged premium range all the way to our veteran senior

citizens seeking to enjoy quality relaxing getaways

made possible by one simple telephone call.

VVP Premium Range

VVP BLACK

VVP PLATINUM

VVP TANZANITE

VVP 'UBUNTU'

VVP 'YOLO'


